
Developing Bots Apps is a WorkshopPLUS meant to help

the participants establish and learn the fundamentals of

the Microsoft bot framework to create engaging

conversational user interfaces. Participants will also gain

knowledge of various cognitive services and APIs typically

used to build engaging bots using C#. Through a series

of instructor-led lectures, demos, and hands-on labs, the

participants will be able to gain a practical understanding

of the bot framework. The participants will create a fully

functional bot at the end of this WorkshopPLUS using

their own use case(s), and will deploy the completed bot

to an Azure App Service.
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Best Practices

OUTCOMES

PREREQUISITES

Skills

Learn reliable methods of building, 

training, and deploying intelligent 

bots that leverage Azure Cognitive 

Services

Take what you’ve learned in the 

classroom and apply it to your 

environment.

Gain a comprehensive 

understanding of the features and 

capabilities of Azure Bot 

Framework. 

Hardware

Requirements

Way Forward

• An Intel Core-i5-based PC

• 4 GB RAM

• 128 GB HDD

• Windows 7 SP1 or later

• Office 2013 Professional Plus

• Internet access with at least 1

Mbps bandwidth per student

• Access to VSTS tenant

• Access to Azure Subscription

Recommended

Qualifications

• Azure development

Participants that have existing experience performing Azure development

will receive the most value from this course. 

Requirement: Azure Region must support: Azure Bot Services and all Cognitive Services covered in syllabus.  
Check https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/global-infrastructure/services/?products=cognitive-services for availability.

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/global-infrastructure/services/?products=cognitive-services


AGENDA

EndSTART
DAY 1

Duration: 3 days

Introduction to Bots

Bot Dialogs

QnA Maker

Language Understanding

DAY 2

SYLLABUS

NEXT STEPS: If you are interested in enhancing Azure Bot Service with cognitive services for 
your organization, contact your Henson Group representative.

Module 1: Introduction to Bots

What is a bot, and how are they 

different from typical applications? 

Create your first bot using available 

templates and connect to it via the 

web channel using a simple iframe 

control. Setup an Azure app service 

to host your bot and connect to it.

Module 2: Dialogs

Learn about the fundamentals of 

sending and receiving messages with 

bots. Learn about the common user 

interface elements available such as 

the various cards. Utilize Adaptive 

Cards to create visually rich and 

appealing user interfaces. Use the 

simulator to quickly mock up new 

user interface elements.

Module 3: QnA Maker

Create a knowledge base that your 

bot can quickly leverage. 

Demonstrate how the knowledge 

base can be updated and maintained 

without changes to the bot

Module 4: Language Understanding

Create your first natural language 

processing module and integrate it 

into your bot. Learn best practices on 

how to structure your model and 

optimize the training of your model 

over time to understand user 

behavior and provide accurate 

results.

Module 5: Deployment

Show how various communication 

channels can be configured for your 

bot without having to change your 

bot’s code.

Module 6: Authentication

Show how various communication 

channels can be configured for your 

bot without having to change your 

bot’s code.

Deployment

Authentication

DAY 3


